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... insects of alberta’s wetlands - whirligig beetle • adult beetles found in groups on the surface of various
water bodies whirling and gliding about • 3.5 – 7.5 mm in size identifying aquatic insects from your pond
- water boatmen have middle and hind legs covered with long swimming hairs. they eat decaying matter as
well as other animals. because they rely on planting up ponds- complete new design and now in a4c-1 faqs: planting-up ponds ! freshwater habitats trust 2 september 2013 ! planting!ponds there are exceptions ,
of course, to the “don‘t- primary division 3 grade language answers - eqao oqre - primary division.
instructions. answering multiple-choice questions like this: not like this: • use a pencil only. • fill only one circle
for each question.
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